SOCIAL INTENSIFICATION
A project on how to densify Hammarkullen, a suburb in
north- eastern Gothenburg
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ABSTRACT
The compact city is a complex matter and the definitions are many.
Most people have their idea of what compactness plus urban is, but
at the same time, no one seems to be quite certain. Hammarkullen is
far from the ideal compact city, a suburban million homes program
area in the periphery of eastern Gothenburg. Here the buildings
are sparsely placed and the greenery is generous. It is a multicultural
area with a lot of invisible life. Hammarkullen is affected by a poor
media image, which is damaging for the people living here.
Just as the compact city, Hammarkullen is complex, and just as
any place, filled with different stories. The idea of this project is
to ask the question whether it is possible to combine the two. Is it
possible to take the ideas of the compact city and apply them on
Hammarkullen?
By conducting interviews and analysis, the focus of Social
intensification was specified, which is our idea of working with a
compact Hammarkullen. The focus lie on social interaction and
the daily life of people, where the physical environment is a tool to
achieve this, rather than the main focus. This change of mind-set
is crucial in order to understand the local conditions and base the
work on these conditions.
A design proposal is divided into two parts, a comprehensive
approach over the whole of Hammarkullen, where five overlapping
layers have been developed. The second part is the zoom in, where
the focus has been on the square and Bredfjällsgatan, and strategies
have guided the work. Also, social indicators have been a way to
narrow down the focus, and vibrance and safety have been central
in the proposal.
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INTRODUCTION
There are many definitions on the compact city and no city can
really fulfill all the aspects that are mentioned together with
the Compact city. In Hammarkullen, some issues have been
identified along with the many qualities. Some of these qualities
are more or less contradicting the compact city. At the same time,
Hammarkullen could be improved if some of the aspects of the
compact city were added and there is a balance here that has to
be considered. This work is a part of the discussion of what a
compact city is and if the attributes of the compact city always
is to strive for. However, the main focus of the project will be an
investigation on how the quality of life in Hammarkullen can be
improved through design, highly influence by participation.
BACKGROUND
There is an ongoing research at Chalmers University of
Technology challenging compact cities by asking what needs to be
made more compact. Which qualities that are to strive for using
the ideas of the compact city is asked. The project looks into areas
in three different cities: Rotterdam, Barcelona and Gothenburg.
In Gothenburg, Hammarkullen is the subject of research and this
is also one of the reasons for this project, Social intensification in
Hammarkullen.
Hammarkullen is suffering from a poor reputation and lacking
identity. As many areas built during 1960-1970, Hammarkullen
is in a need for maintenance and improvements. To combine the
compact city with the sparsely planned, suburban Hammarkullen
is interesting from many point of views. Since there is a contrast
between the two, it would be interesting to see what values that
the compact city contain that could solve some of the issues in
Hammarkullen. Hammarkullen is a part of an old architectural
model, which is not adapted to today’s society and there is a
great potential for Hammarkullen to achieve a more sustainable
environment without loosing the existing values. Here, the
compact city could play an important role.
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THE MILLION HOMES PROGRAM
In many European cities large-scale housing areas with uniform
apartment blocks from the 1960-1970 are to be found in the
peripheries. These areas are often disconnected from other parts
of the city and are generally unknown to the outside or possess
a poor reputation. The building quality is often low and so is the
public spaces. In Sweden, the situation have been a bit different
and the areas was created for all people, not just social housing,
and the goal was that the apartments should have the same standard and quality as housing in general (Hall & Vidén 2005).
The idea of the million homes program was to build one million
homes during a period of ten years, 1965-1975, due to a great
housing shortage in the larger cities. There was also a need for
larger homes with a higher standard. Before 1965, the number of
housing in Sweden was three million. This shows that the million
homes program was quite extensive (Hall & Vidén 2005).
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HAMMARKULLEN
Hammarkullen is a suburban area about 10 km north east of
Gothenburg. It was built as a part of the million homes program
during what is known to be the record years. There are around
8000 inhabitants from about 84 nationalities, speaking over
hundred languages. About 57 % of the inhabitants are born
abroad (Göteborgsbladet 2015, Lestari Putri 2012). Hammarkullen
has a relatively high unemployment rate. 15,5 percent of the
people in Hammarkullen are unemployed compared to the
average rate in Gothenburg which is 6 percent. The yearly income
in Hammarkullen also differs quite a lot from the average in
Gothenburg with the numbers of 148 500 SEK in Hammarkullen
versus 270 000 in Gothenburg (Göteborgsbladet, 2015).
					
Three tram lines pass by Hammarkullen and it takes about 16
minutes from the city centre. To Angered centrum it takes around
five minutes. It is a 11 minute drive on road E45 from the city
centre to Hammarkullen.

ANGERED

HAMMARKULLEN

11 minutes

16 minutes

CITY CENTRE
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Hammarkullen in Gothenburg

Hammarkullen
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ONGOING PLANNING IN THE AREA
Utbyggnadsplanering
According to the developing strategy from 2014, Angered and
Hammarkullen is a part of the so called ‘mellanstaden’. Angered is
one of the nodes the municipality is focusing on.
Angered 2022
Angered 2022 describes how the city district is going to be developed and the focus is on integrating Angered better in Gothenburg. The goal is to let Hammarkullen grow towards Angered in
the north.
Program
In the program from 2009, the municipality is suggesting where
in Hammarkullen it is appropriate to develop, how improvements
to the local road structure can be made. It also describes how
improvements to the natural environment can be made and and
how more services could be develped in order to create a basis for
public and commercial service.
Detaljplaner
The municipality have planned for two detailed plans (detaljplan).
One close to the square, on the eastern side, and one in north
east of Hammarkullen adjacent to Hammarkullegatan and
Hammarkullens väg.
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AIM
The aim of the project is to gain an understanding of the compact
city and examine whether it is possible to implement the ideas
of the compact city on a suburban area such as Hammarkullen.
How can the qualities of the compact urban city be used in
Hammarkullen and what is not suitable here are questions that are
asked.
METHODS
The methods used during the work process are interviews with
important stakeholders. To ask people for direction was a way to
understand how people perceive their surroundings. A workshop
was an important part of the participatory process and this was
divided into three parts. Observations at the site was made in order
to get an understanding of the area. A physical model is used to
illustrate the design and to complement the proposal.
DELIMITATION
The project is focusing on Hammarkullen and a physical
delimitation have been made in the way that was appropriate to
the project. The importance of strengthening the connections to
surrounding areas and the centre of Gothenburg is acknowledged,
but there will not be a deepened focus on this. The project is
conducted on a strategic level and some parts that have been
pointed out as problematic during dialogue meetings with the
inhabitants, will be presented in more detail.
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PROJECT STARTS
Selection of project
Getting to know the group

FURTHER ANALYSIS
FIRST IMPRESSIONS AND
UNDERSTANDING THE
PROJECT
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Started the process of defining compact city and what
compact city means in the
context of Hammarkullen.
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COMPACT CITY

Lecture and meeting with
Jaan-Henrik Kain about compact cities.
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Meeting with Jenny Stenberg
about Hammarkullen and
her role in the research group
Compact Cities.

BARRIER / EDGE
NODE

Getting to know Hammarkullen by sketching, walking and
taking pictures.
Hammarkullen in the larger
context.

Lynch, SWOT,
demography, spatial
organisation, greenery,
infrastructure.
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INTERVIEWS

Started to interview
people in Hammarkullen
1:2000

Group litterature
seminar

WORKSHOP

Open workshop in the
tram station

Found a common ground for
the project in the group.

Meeting with Wenche
Lerme, SDF, about
current plans in
Hammarkullen.
Meeting with Lasse
Fryk. Understanding
Hammarkullens
complexity in a larger
context
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Social Intensification

STRATEGIES

Improved focus and
developed strategies

DESIGN

FINAL PROPOSAL

The square
Bredfjällsgatan

FEEDBACK

Feedback on the
design:
Meeting with Young
City Planners.
Meeting with
Ulrika Lundquist
on Göteborg
municipal planning
department.
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GLOSSARY
Social intensification - Refers to increasing the interaction, activities
and movement for all people, creating equal spaces, strenghtening
the relations and links between them, enriching people’s lives
Gaps - a particular problem or an area of issues, a missing thing, an
empty space, something to be improved, both physical elements
in built environment and abstract social matters, both real and
perceived
Meeting place - place where you unexpectedly or intentionally mingle
with a friend, place which encourages you to stay for a bit longer
and can facilitate interaction on different levels, a place where you
see and can be seen
Orientation and movement - paths and roads within an area with a
focus is on pedestrians and bicycles
Built form - the buildings within an area
Green structure - all greenery within an area, both landscaped
greenery and forest
Identity - the sense of belonging to a place, the willingness to take
care of the place, the pride of the place, the self-esteem, the
participation on future heading of the area, the specific character
of each place
Safety - sense of feeling safe, secured, equal, sheltered, comfortable,
sense of having alternatives and an overview of the situation
Vibrance - the liveliness, activeness, intensity, density, connectivity,
the continuous presence of people and their social actions
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Maintenance - the continuous upkeep of the area, taking care,
cleaning, servicing, renovating, shaping things up, being
responsible for the place
Variety - the plentiful range of options at multiple levels, the
possibility to choose what suits you best, the combination of
elements considering different people’s needs
Node - a focal point, a point of interaction, a place where multiple
layers intertwine and create a networking knot
Public space - An inclusive social space that is generally open and
accessible to all the people, space with collective responsibility,
space where you have to respect and share with everyone
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COMPACT CITIES
The origin of the compact city can be found in the medieval
fortress city or even in ancient cities. Such cities were “compact”
in size. Early urban residents constructed walls around the city for
protection, and within the walls they carefully considered how to
allocate the available space to residential areas, public squares and
roads. In Europe during the 18th and 19th centuries, the massive
influxes of people to cities during the Industrial Revolution also
meant that the capacity of the enclosed walled areas was exceeded,
and the city walls were gradually removed. With this the ancient
compact city came to an end.
In the modern society, the compact city appeared in order to
deal with rapid urbanisation. The goal was resistance to urban
expansion in order to protect green suburbs. Greenbelt policy was
developed as a planning concept following the removal of most
European city walls in the 18th and 19th centuries (Kühn,2003).
At the end of the 19th century, Ebenzer Howard established the
“Garden City” concept: a city surrounded by a greenbelt consisting
of an agricultural and recreational zone. This, one of the modern
urban planning models, already contained today’s compact city
concept. The fundamental aim of greenbelt policy was to pre
vent urban sprawl. European cities such as Vienna, Copenhagen,
Barcelona, Budapest and Berlin have followed this tradition.
The concept of ‘high density compact city’ was also enhanced by
Le-Corbusier’s higher density living idea of the radiant city in 1924,
the utopia for a city of high rise buildings off the ground and fast
mass transit systems.
From the 1960s, quality of life, livability and diversity gradually
became relevant as policy goals of urban development. In Europe
greenbelts gained a new meaning: they are not intended to contain
urban development but to provide open space and recreational
space for cities. Jane Jacobs, an American sociologist, argued that
the city, with its vitality, mix of uses and traditions, rather than lowdensity suburbs, represented the most desirable form of
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development (Jacobs,1962). She didn’t use the term “compact city”
but her arguments clearly reflected the concept.
The compact city also evolved in the United States with the
concept of urban growth control (“smart” growth) in the 1970s,
when local environmental concerns and energy issues drew the
attention of policy makers. Officially the term Compact City was
first coined in 1973 by George Dantzig and Thomas L. Saaty, two
mathematicians whose utopian vision was largely driven by a desire
to see more efficient use of resources.
Since the late 1980s and the introduction of the notion of
sustainability, the compact city concept has gained popularity in
many western countries (Fulford, 1996). In 1990, the European
Commission highlighted a number of negative trends in urban
development in their Green Paper on the Urban Environment
(CEC, 1990). The commission argued for mixed land use, denser
development, and the transformation of former brownfield
sites rather than development in open green areas. Together,
these measures were designed to preserve recreational and open
space, revitalise existing city areas, and enhance the use of public
transportation as well as increase walking and cycling; they would
give a series of environmental, social, and economic benefits
(Jenks & Jones, 2010, p.2).
More recently (2009), the compact city is expected to play a role in
achieving the OECD’s green growth objective and the publication
Cities of Tomorrow (European Commission, 2011) emphasize
the importance of compact urban developments as an important
sustainable strategy for the future development of European cities.
Many researchers and planners argue about that and the main
supporters of the concept of the compact city include the CEC
(1990), Jacobs (1961), Newman and Kenworthy (1989) and Elkin
et al. (1991). In Sum the compact city concept is not new; but
through its long history, it has been evolving. In modern times, it
started as a simple urban containment policy to protect the local
natural environment or agricultural land from urban encroachment
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but over time it acquired new meaning and policy objectives
involving energy savings, livability and the global environment to
achieve a holistic view.
In this project we will define what a compact city is and what it can
be in the context of Hammarkullen.
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DIFERENT DEFINITIONS

COMPACT CITY POLICIES: A COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT
OECD GREEN GROWTH STUDIES
Compact cities have dense and proximate development patterns, are linked by public transport systems, and maintain accessibility to
local services and jobs. As such, they play a significant role in responding to the needs of urban areas.
Compact cities lessen the impact on the environment, with shorter intra-urban distances and less automobile dependency. They
play a part in the economy by increasing the efficiency of infrastructure investment and by giving residents easier access to services,
jobs, and social networking.
Two types of indicators are used to measure compact city policy outcomes: those that represent “compactness” (density, proximity, public transport systems and accessibility to local services and jobs), and those that measure a compact city’s performance in
relation to other cities.
Compact city policy strategies: set explicit compact city goals; encourage dense and contiguous development at urban fringes; retrofit existing built-up areas; enhance diversity and quality of life in urban centres; minimise adverse negative effects.

Compact City is a high density urban settlement that has the following main characteristics:
Central area revitalisation
High-density development
Mixed-use development
Services and facilities: hospitals, parks, schools, leisure and fun

In the early 1990s, EU has found an advantage in the compact city approach as a sustainable urban form, which is
expected to achieve the above goal. For EU, the compact city approach seemed to be appropriate to achieve the goals
of:
(1) Saving resources and energy (land use, transportation, pollutant emission, wastes).
(2) Revitalization inner city
to control an infinite expansion to the suburbs of urban area resulted from
automobile dependent society.
(JENKS & JONES, 2010; DEMPSEY 2010; JENKS & DEMPSEY, 2005; BURTON,2002)
A compact city secures socially beneficial, economically viable, and environmentally sound
development through dense and mixed use patterns that rely on sustainable
transportation.
(JENKS & JONES, 2010, P. 1; JENKS & DEMPSEY, 2005, P. 287).
The implicit image of a compact city has proved to be a highly influential translation of
what a sustainable city should be, carried, not least, by the significance of an urban form
with relatively higher residential densities and mixed land uses.
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(JENKS & JONES, 2010, P. 9)
A compact city secures socially beneficial, economically viable, and environmentally sound
development through dense and mixed use patterns that rely on sustainable
transportation.
(BURTON, 2000).
The positive impacts of compact cities are also thought to reduce crime and to lower levels
of social segregation.

(DEMPSEY & JENKS, 2010, P. 119).
Ideally, a well-designed compact city should be able to achieve all the forms of sustainability benefits; as a result, the compact city becomes an all- encompassing concept for urban
planning practices.

DEMPSEY AND JENKS (2010, P. 119)
Policy makers have been ‘cherry-picking those aspects of the compact city as a sustainable
urban model most attractive to their needs, such as increasing densities and containing
urban sprawl [...] which largely reflect dominant economic or environmental interests’.

(BURTON, 2002).
“The so-called compact city has a variety of definitions but in general is taken to mean a
relatively high-density, mixed-use city, based on an efficient public transport system and
dimensions that encourage walking and cycling”.

DANTZIG & SAATY (1978).
Compact City as a process of “ensuring that we make the fullest use of land that is already
urbanised, before taking green fields”.

(WILLIAMS ET AL., 1996).
The concept does not have a common definition, and it is often associated with the term
of ‘urban intensification’, that “relates to the range of processes which make an area more
compact”.
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(STÅHLE, 2008, P. 11)
A compact city in this sense is a city that has a lot of accessible floor space and public open
space at the same time.

(STÅHLE, 2008, P. 12)
The actual definition of urbanity most of the time have to do with the concentration of
people, which by necessity also lead to a concentration of compaction of built indoor and
outdoor space, a spatial morphology.

(STÅHLE, 2008, P. 19)
City, like developement, which emphasizes that there is an ambition to build more densely
to support urban lifestyle.

(STÅHLE, 2008, P. 19)
Supporting peoples quality of life.

(STÅHLE, 2008) (LE CORBUSIER [1924] 1987))
The towns of today can only increase in density at the expence of the open spaces, which are the lungs of the city. We must increase the open spaces and diminish the distances
to be covered. Therefore, the centre of the city must be constructed certically.
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DIFERENT DEFINITIONS WITH COMMENTS

COMPACT CITY POLICIES: A COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT
OECD GREEN GROWTH STUDIES
Compact cities have dense and proximate development patterns, are linked by public transport systems, and maintain accessibility to
local services and jobs. As such, they play a significant role in responding to the needs of urban areas.
Compact cities lessen the impact on the environment, with shorter intra-urban distances and less automobile dependency. They
play a part in the economy by increasing the efficiency of infrastructure investment and by giving residents easier access to services,
jobs, and social networking.
Two types of indicators are used to measure compact city policy outcomes: those that represent “compactness” (density, proximity, public transport systems and accessibility to local services and jobs), and those that measure a compact city’s performance in
relation to other cities.

Where are the social aspects?

Compact city policy strategies: set explicit compact city goals; encourage dense and contiguous development at urban fringes; retrofit existing built-up areas; enhance diversity and quality of life in urban centres; minimise adverse negative effects.

For big cities, rather than for a district
Compact City is a high density urban settlement that has the following main characteristics:

This definition
doesn’t cope with
today’s issues like
multiculturality and
globalization

Central area revitalisation
High-density development
Mixed-use development
Services and facilities: hospitals, parks, schools, leisure and fun

Social aspects omitted in the definition

In the early 1990s, EU has found an advantage in the compact city approach as a sustainable urban form, which is expected to
achieve the above goal. For EU, the compact city approach seemed to be appropriate to achieve the goals of:
(1) Saving resources and energy (land use, transportation, pollutant emission, wastes).
(2) Revitalization inner city
to control an infinite expansion to the suburbs of urban area resulted from
automobile dependent society.

For big cities, rather than for a district
(JENKS & JONES, 2010; DEMPSEY 2010; JENKS & DEMPSEY, 2005; BURTON,2002)
A compact city secures socially beneficial, economically viable, and environmentally sound
development through dense and mixed use patterns that rely on sustainable
transportation.

Just on sustainable transportation
(JENKS & JONES, 2010, P. 1; JENKS & DEMPSEY, 2005, P. 287).

Too vague, only few
aspects considered

The implicit image of a compact city has proved to be a highly influential translation of what a sustainable city should be, carried, not least, by the significance of an urban form with relatively higher
residential densities and mixed land uses.
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(JENKS & JONES, 2010, P. 9)

Can a compact city be not densily built?

Compact cities that are densely built and have mixed land use are anticipated to create a better
quality of life by creating more social interaction, community spirit, and cultural vitality; this is due,
in part, to the proximity to services, work, shops, public transportation, and the opportunity for
walking and cycling that compact cities provide.

Communication, segregation, exclusion not included

(BURTON, 2000).

The positive impacts of compact cities are also thought to reduce crime and to lower levels of social
segregation.

Good result, but just a result not input
(DEMPSEY & JENKS, 2010, P. 119).
Ideally, a well-designed compact city should be able to achieve all the forms of sustainability benefits; as a result, the compact city becomes an all- encompassing concept for urban planning practices.

Goal definition, not defining compact city itself
DEMPSEY AND JENKS (2010, P. 119)
Policy makers have been ‘cherry-picking those aspects of the compact city as a sustainable urban
model most attractive to their needs, such as increasing densities and containing urban sprawl [...]
which largely reflect dominant economic or environmental interests’.

Needs of policy maked instead of needs of users
(BURTON, 2002).

Why?

Important to say in the beginning

“The so-called compact city has a variety of definitions but in general is taken to mean a relatively
high-density, mixed-use city, based on an efficient public transport system and dimensions that
encourage walking and cycling”.

Human scale for better feelings is missing
DANTZIG & SAATY (1978).
Compact City as a process of “ensuring that we make the fullest use of land that is already urbanised, before taking green fields”.

Very important to consider in Hammarkullen
Can the segregation disappear without buildings in between
segregated areas?
(WILLIAMS ET AL., 1996).
Important to say in the beginning
The concept does not have a common definition, and it is often associated with the term of
‘URBAN INTENSIFICATION’, that “relates to the range of processes which make an area
more compact”.
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(STÅHLE, 2008, P. 11)
A compact city in this sense is a city that has a lot of accessible floor space and public open space at
the same time.

A compact city is not only reach with buildings
(STÅHLE, 2008, P. 12)
The actual definition of urbanity most of the time have to do with the concentration of people,
which by necessity also lead to a concentration of compaction of built indoor and outdoor space, a
spatial morphology.

Including the people in the definition
(STÅHLE, 2008, P. 19)
City, like developement, which emphasizes that there is an ambition to build more densely to support urban lifestyle.

Social aspects omitted in the definition

(STÅHLE, 2008, P. 19)
Supporting peoples quality of life.

A copactness for the people

(LE CORBUSIER [1924] 1987)
The towns of today can only increase in density at the expence of the open spaces, which are
the lungs of the city. We must increase the open spaces and diminish the distances to be covered.
Therefore, the centre of the city must be constructed certically.

For big cities, rather than for a district
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ANALYSIS
A conclusions from the analysis is the recurring issue regarding the
scale of Hammarkullen. The feeling is that the area is not designed
for the human scale and the large building blocks and open spaces
are creating both physical and perceived barriers. The transition
between private and public tend to be quite abrupt. There is a lot
of public space but the private and semi- private is limited to the
terrace house areas or indoor environment.
The lacking connections is another issue that is tangible, both
within the area and to other parts of Angered and the whole of
Gothenburg. Even though the tram is quite efficient, there is still
a need for strengthening the connections and changing the feeling
of isolation in Hammarkullen. The area is car free and there is only
one entrance for cars. There are quite many paths for pedestrians
can be found but not so many for bicycles. Large roads surround
the area.
Hammarkullen is very multicultural and there is a great sense of
community. There are many active associations and a rich culture
life. However, ethnic groups tend to be segregated even within
Hammarkullen. Although, the strongest segregation is between
Hammarkullen and sertain areas in Gothenburg. The area is also
tainted with a poor media image. Hammarkullen is stigmatized and
there is a concentration of people with low socio- economic status
and the demography is unbalanced. There is an unequal usage of
space and activities and few places for women and activities for
girls for example.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
The SWOT analysis explains the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threaths in Hammarkullen.

S

Physical closeness to nature
Tram connection to Angered and city center
Car free environment
Hammarkullen Carnival
People engaged in the community
Many organisations
Will to develop
Current university presence in Hammarkullen
High rise building potential for visual connections
Hammarparken and other high quality green spaces
Multicultural

O

Multicultural
The varaity in topography
Gaps and large spaces for new interventions
Many children living in Hammarkullen
The location in Angered and Gothenburg
Will to develop in the municipality
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Residential areas as islands within Hammarkullen
Segregated from Gothenburg
Disconnection from other suburbs
Physical and perceived barriers
Social immobility
Lack of services
Homogenity in built environment (building types, functions)
Inactive, unsafe places and hidden corners
Low quality of public space and nodes
Few public spaces and nodes
Unbalanced privacy levels of space (private, semi private,
semi public, public)
Bad pedestrian and bicycle paths
Large scale buildings and public spaces
Unclear identity

W

The negative media image
Gender and age inequality (inequal usage of space)
Segregation from Gothenburg/polarization
Criminality and drugs
Stigmatization
Low interest for development among building companies
Unclear identity

T
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LYNCH ANALYSIS
A lynch analysis was made in order to map out the physical
environment. This was made by observing the landscape
and studying maps. Nodes, landmarks, districts, barriers or
edges and paths were marked out.
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT

600 m

300 m

150 m

50 m

0

Residential
Building, religious purpose
N
Garages
Services

N

Education
Residential and services

The large scale in the buildt environment is characteristic for
Hammarkullen. Many of the buildings are long and high rise with
few passages. The buildings are mainly for housing but a few
services and shops are concentrated mainly around the square and
Bredfjällsgatan. There are some kindergarthens and schools for
children between 7-15. The apartments are mainy rental and the
small houses are mainly self- owned.
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Amount of

small housing

Rental from private company: 18 Houses
Self-owned: 571 houses
589 Houses

6 % Rental

94 % Self - owned
Amount of

appartments

Rental from private company: 904 Houses
Rental from municipality: 1457 houses
2361 Houses

100 % Rental

Amount of

housing

19,4 % Self - owned

80,6 % Rental
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RESIDENTIAL AREAS

6
7

5

2
600 m

300 m

150 m

50 m

0

3

1

8

4

10
9
Residential
Building, religious purpose

N

N
Garage
Services
Education

Residential and services
Residential areas

The residential areas are separated from each other by nature, like
islands. All areas are built between 1960- 1970. The buildings are
higher in the center and lower in the outskirts of the area. The
different areas are listed to the right.
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2238

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Number of houses

1

Hammarkulletorget
Hammarkulletorget
1968-70
1968-70

2

Hammarkullegatan
Hammarkullegatan

3

Bredfjällsgatan
Bredfällsgatan
1968-691968-69

4

Västerslänt
Västerslänt
1969 1969

5

Gropensgård
Gropens
1968 1968

6

Blomstigen
Blixtåsgatan
Blomstigen
och

7

Hålskogsgatan
Hålskogsgatan

gård
Blixtåsgatan

Branddammsbacken och Hammarkroken

8

Branddammsbacken
& Hammarkroken
1972
1972

9

Sandesättskroken
1973
1973

10

Amount of

Sandeslättskroken

small housing
2

Sandeslätt
Sandesätt
1968-701968-70

2
17
12
362
172
1
7
14
0

Amount of

small housing

Amount of
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400

Appartments

2
2
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2238

362
172
1
7
14
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Appartments
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Number of houses

2238
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BUILDING TYPES

600 m

300 m

150 m

50 m

0

Terraced houses- semi private
area
2-3 storey apartent housesemi public
area
N
Multi storey residental
building- public area
Villas- private area
2 storey residential pair house
with car park- private area

N

There is a mix of building types in Hammarkullen. There are multi
storey residential buildings in the centre of Hammarkullen and two
to three storey apartments, pair houses and villas are surrounding
these. Between the multi storey residential buildings, there is a lack
of semi public space, and the passing between private and public is
ofthen rather abrupt.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

600 m

300 m

150 m 50 m

0

Stop public transport
Parking lot
Building
N

N
Public transport
line

Pedestrian path
Secondary road
Main street

Hammarkullen is surrounded by a larger roads, and there are few
entrances for cars. A large part of the area is car free. The road
structure within the area is sparse, following the building structure.
Some of the pathways for pedestrians are pointed out as unsafe,
especially during night time. Parts of this problem are hidden
corners, inactive spaces and the lack of lighting.
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GREEN STRUCTURE

600 m

300 m

600 m

150 m

300 m

50 m

150 m

0

50 m

0

Forest

N

N

High vegetation
Low vegetation
Farming
Play and sport

There are many large green areas in Hammarkullen. Inbetween
the buildings there is a mixture of forest, grass areas, a park
and cultivation plots. The topography is varied and the hight
differences are characteristic for Hammarkullen. Forest is
surrounding Hammarkullen in all directions. Sports fields and
playgrounds are spread out over Hammarkullen and many of them
are quite run down.
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A picture over the square in Hammarkullen

A part of Bredfjällsgatan
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PARTICIPATION
A large part of the project have been to involve the inhabitants in
the planning of Hammarkullen. To get an understanting on where
people stand, interviews were conducted and a part of this was to
ask people for direction. Around 50 people have been interviewed
and asked for directions.
A workshop was held in the middle of the project, which was
something that demanded a lot of preparation and afterward
compiling and analyzing of the data collected. During the
workshop, which was held in the tram stop during one afternoon,
around 80 people were participating and there was an equal mix of
women, men and children.
INTERVIEWS
Interviews where conducted and five questions where asked. A
map over Hammarkullen was used in order to help people answer
the questions. 35 people where interviewed on the street during
two occasions, once in the morning and once in the afternoon.
The places for the interviews where chosen based on where people
move. Of the interviewees, 23 people were men and 11 people
were woman. The questions asked were:
•
•
•
•
•

What is typical for Hammarkullen?
What is the best thing about Hammarkullen?
How do you move around in Hammarkullen?
Do you take the same rout when it is dark?
Are there any places in Hammarkullen you never visit? Why?

Summary
Walking around the square and the tram stop the notion was that
people where on their way and did not have much time to stop.
The rain could also have affected how people moved. People
who worked in shops where very helpful and answered questions,
although most of them did not live in Hammarkullen and therefor
had a different view of the area, which also is good.
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The questions asked were customized for people living in the
area and therefor the result was not as expected and it would have
been good to be prepared for this. It was quite hard to follow the
questions, the interviews carried on more freely with follow-up
questions instead. But the questions were good as a back up.
Many people highlight the problem with drugs and the people
that are selling. They are making the area feel unsafe. The forest
area by Hammarkulletorget is a place that is pointed out as a place
where more things could happen and there is a wish for the area
to be activated. Also, the run down sports field next to Gropens
gård is a place that could be developed. More activities for girls
are needed and another basket ball field is suggested. People in
general seem to feel safe in Hammarkullen and the image that
the media gives seems to be exaggerated. The many different
cultures are mentioned as something positive by most people and
Hammarkullekarnevalen is mentioned in the same sentences. The
closing of Maria pizzeria is something that many mention, mainly
as being something negative.
Reflection
During the interviews it was quite hard to focus only on the
questions and people tended to take the discussion in other
directions. This was not a problem since the conversation in it self
and to get a sense of Hammarkullen was the important part. It was
easier to find men to talk to and the reason for this could be that
there were more men out and that the men we asked were more
open for an interview. The ages of the interviewees were quite
even, although the age group 65+ was underrepresented. In order
to get as good result as possible, a more even representation of
gender and age would have been preferred and therefor we must
look at the result critically. The interviews gave a good picture of
how people perceive Hammarkullen.
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ASKING FOR DIRECTION
Another part of the interviews was to ask people for direction.
This was conducted at two different occasions and in total,
fourteen people was asked for direction.
The conclusion from this was that pedestrian paths are very hard
to describe and it is only the locals who know them. The tram
station is a landmark and people tend to refer to it even though it
is far away. People prefer the tram to the bus and walking to get to
other districts, despite the time factor. Some people do not even
know that there is a bus stop.
People tended to give direction through the central square as it
is a node, despite the longer distance. What was also found out
is that there is a discontinuity in public space and a lack of visual
connections and landmarks to help point out the way. There is also
a lack of easy to follow ways between neighbourhoods.
A pop-up workshop in the Hammarkullen tram station vestibule
was held in order to reach as wide group of inhabitants (other
stakeholders were reached with different methods) as possible
the most frequently visited place in the area was chosen. The
tram station guarantees constant flow of passengers, workshop is
independent on previous invitations. Friday afternoon was chosen
with expectation of people being more relaxed returning from the
last working day. Three different activities were planned in order to
suit participants of different age, personality and level of interest
Goals
• to get familiar with inhabitants’ understanding of the area, to
get a broader perspective
• to compare our previous analysis with people’s opinions
• to help us find the focus based on inhabitant’s needs
• to discover the self-image of Hammarkullen
• to get an overview of areas we need to prioritize our focus on
• to find out what people wish for, want to develop or to 		
disappear
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Workshop setup
The idea was to use simple tools and not going deep into the topic
of compact city during the workshop. The workshop was divided
into three parts:
• describing Hammarkullen as a person
• placing positive (green) and negative (red) stickers on a map
• creating collage of activities and things people wish for and
connecting it to the map
The workshop was built up in the way that people could choose
the activity based on their level of interest. Home-baked cookies
was served during the workshop. Before the workshop, posters
were hung up around the area to let people know about it.
During the workshop around 80 people participated. There was a
mixture of men (27 %), women (35 %) and children (38 %).

Instructions from the workshop
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A man participating at the workshop
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If Hammarkullen was a person
Participants were asked to describe Hammarkullen as a
living person in order to get an understanding on how
people view Hammarkullen. They could use sketch or
words.
Outcome
This abstract activity was quite hard to address people
with, especially the drawing. We got between 10-15
responds mostly from children and only one drawing.
However the activity still gave us an idea about the
district’s self image, how do inhabitants perceive
Hammarkullen.

Hammarkullen is a COOL person. It is very
KIND but also a bit MEAN. It likes to read
books and to hang out at the library and
would like to have more activities close
to home. It speaks many languages and
is MULTICULTURAL. It is not so good at
cleaning but has many friends.
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Stickers on a map
Participants were asked to put a green (positive) and a
red (negative) sticker onto a printed map of the area
while talking about reasons for their placement.
Outcome
In this particular activity we got a balanced mix of
participants of different ages, genders and cultural
backgrounds. People created a mental map of the area
with clearly visible reputation and liveliness of areas.

During the workshop people could put stickers on a map and make collages.
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Collage
Participants were asked what should be in the area to make
it a great place to live, what they are missing, what do they
want in Hammarkullen. They chose particular images from 5
different categories and placed them to their own collage, which
was optionally linked with a string to a place on the map. The
categories were Buildings, Greenery, People, Activities, Services
and images were prepared according to our previous analysis.
Linking the collages to the map
This activity was a connection between abstract collages and
real Hammarkullen area. People could choose wheteher they
wanted the things selected with collage on a particular place in
Hammarkullen and connect the collage with a string to map.
Outcome
Even though the adults also contributed to the collages, most of
the collages were created by children. On the other hand it turned
out to be very useful, because when we got to talk to the children,
we also got to talk to their parents. The collages should be viewed
together with the interviews and links to map in order to obtain a
coherent pespective. Some of the people started describing what
should not be in the area, which was enhancing our experience too.
Many people were talking about general improvements of the area,
thus did not connect to a particular place. On the other hand some
participants pointed out locations to develop without making a
collage. Most of the string connections made are heading towards
the central square. The outcome map shows prevailing category of
desired improvements on a particular place.
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A few collages from the workshop
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Reflection on workshop
Overall we review the workshop as a success, core things went
the way we expected, many people were interested, the goals were
fulfilled to high extent and it really helped us with finding the
focus.
It turned out very useful we had differentiated the activities, so we
got a suitable one for everyone. Collage making served us great in
catching children’s attention, thus we could start talking to their
parents with ease. We didn’t count with people coming in two
massive waves, first between 13:30 - 14:00, second around 16:00.
However the first wave gave us great motivation, enthusiasm and
broke down nervousness. Inbetween these it was quite hard to
naturally attract people as they were coming alone and feeling
outnumbered by us five. Despite that, five was appropriate number
of group members. We managed the peaks and did supplying
and some photos in less rush periods. We were also very good
in mitigating the language barrier, redirecting the non-English
speaking respondents to our Swedish group members. On the
other hand some people appreciated the English instead of
Swedish, kids who were proud of their foreign language skills and
adults who didn’t have time to learn Swedish yet. Surprisingly bad
weather was our ace, people were forced to stay in vestibule and
our activity was the only one they could do there. Giving home
baked cookies for free was a nice reward for the people’s time,
helped to establish a more friendly atmosphere and even to catch
more people.
Tools
The most successfull was placing stickers on a map, easy for
everyone. Collage creation attracted more children than adults
and kids seemed to like the creative principle. Describing
Hammarkullen as a person attracted children rather than adults
too, seemed hard to address people with due to it’s demand
on deep thinking. The hidden interview effect turned out to
be valuable and helpful, we got many enhancing thoughts and
experiences from talking. We didn’t encounter any problem
hindering the performance in the means of wrong designed
activity.
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Outcome
In general we got a balanced mix of participants unevenly
distributed between three activities. Despite that, the number of
participants was high enough to make the results relevant. The
results were clear to read and we did not get confused. On the
other hand we are aware of the fact the outcomes made are a sort
of generalization, which is based on opinions of limited amount
of people who showed their interest. It is also important to say
some of the activities had a higher level of pre-set, so people
might have chosen something that was not directly what they were
thinking of.
We analyzed all the activities as a whole and this combination
of many aspects and indicators enabled us to find focus in social
intensification. We identified the main issues in the area today, most
of them are social matters and maintenance. We also got an idea
how do people in Hammarkullen view the area and what they
wish for. Another useful thing was that we could choose our focus
sites, based on the poeple’s opinions, pointing out Bredfjällsgatan
and Hammarkulletorget as the most urgent to work with. Very
important fact is that people shared with us some stories, thus gave
us a perspective of an insider, which we couldn’t get without any
participatory activities.
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SUMMARY PARTICIPATORY PROCESS

SOCIAL INTERACTION

SERVICES

DESIGN PUBLIC SPACE

Lack of social interactions
Cinema
Place for barbeque
Basketball field
Open air activities
Cultural associations
Urban farming
Swimming pool
Activities for young
Language barriers
Relation between different
ethical group
Loudness in the evening

Lack of services
Grocery store
Pizzeria/Resturant/Café
Pharmacy
Police
Cable car
Library
Shops
Bank
Youth centre
Centre for refugees
University
Community building
Supermarket
No higher education
opportunities

Trash bins
Lights
Meeting places
Bike path
Night life
Night design
Street art
Playground
Benches
Paths
Park
Trees/greenery

INPUT
Social Interaction
Services and business
Public Space
What people mainly
focused on

OUTPUT
Creation and
Manteinance

Liveliness
Inclusion
Identity

How this can be achieved

Safety
Quality of life

What the people whant improve
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ECONOMY

MAINTENANCE

SAFETY

Link between business life and
unemployed people
Support of local business/
start-up

Trash in the staircases
Dirtiness and trash in
Bredfjällsgatan
No maintenance in the building
No public cleaning
Playgrounds, paths, facades,
greenery in need of
maintenance

Square in the night
Crime and Drags dealing in
Hammarkulletorget
Gangs
Staircases behind tram station
Basketball field on
Bredfjällsgatan
Length of the buildings you
can’t avoid people when you
walk
Shooting
Gender inequality
Mopeds
The hill near the main square
Bullying
Stealing in the shops
Insecurity of the basements of
the buildings
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PUBLIC SPACE
PUBLIC SPACE
Bike track

Playground

Health
and well
being

Banches

Enviromental
aspect

Night light

Activity for
differen ages

Night design

Pedestrian Path

Meeting point/
Social relation

Safety

Street art

Forest Park

New image of
the area

Trees/Greenery

Meeting places

Vibrant
area

Biodiversity

SERVICES
SERVICE
Grocery store/
shop

Health
and well
being

Pizzeria/Resturant/
cafè

Activity for
differen ages

Pharmacy

Police

Future
prospective

Library

Meeting point/
Social relation
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Centre for refugees

Bank

Safety

New image of
the area

University

Youth centre

Vibrant
area

Job opportunity
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SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
SOCIAL INTERACTION
Cinema

Health
and well
being

Barbeque

Basket field
Open air activity

Enviromental
aspect

Cultural association

Activity for
differen ages

Urban Farming

Meeting point/
Social relation

Swimming pool

Safety

New image of
the area

String diagram
After reproducing the map with the green and red dots (part 1 of
the workshop) we continued to analyse the collages made from
the people (part 2 of the workshop). The collages is representing
the ‘hidden desires’, what the inhabitants of Hammarkullen
would like to include in the area. We made a list of inputs
obtained from collages and another one from input obtained
during the interviews. The first are more “concrete” input, what
the inhabitants would like to be realized (playground, basketball
field). The obtained during the interviews are more abstract, what
they would like to achieve through the implementation of certain
interventions (safety, health and well being etc.). By analysing these
two input we noticed that these could be connected and that the
one affects the other and vice versa, in this way we have developed
some charts in which the two methods of the participatory
process, defined by us, are connect and they complete each other.
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WORKSHOP PROTRAIT
PORTRAITS

YOUN GIRL AND HER MOTHER,
FOREIGN BAKGROUND

“We love leaving here, but
we feel unsafe”

“We love it here but somethimes we feel
unsafe”

“We live in
Gropens
gård, but gård,
we dobut
notwe don’t
“We
live in Gropens
spend lotsspend
of time
here
in
Hammarkullen
lots of time here in Hammarkullen
because we
study
workand
in Gothenburg
because and
we study
work in Göteborg
centre. Wecentre.
love living
here,
but
sometimes
We love leaving here, but we feel
we feel unsafe.
unsafe.Some
Someyears
yearsago
agomymymobile
mobile phone
phone waswas
stolen
from
some
bad
guy,
in exactly thestolen from some bad guy,
the middlere,ofinthe
square.
We
would
like
the middle of the square. We would
to have more
control
andcontrol
a moreand
present
like have more
more police in
police in order
to
live
in
Hammarkullen
in
Hammarkullen for leaving in serenity.”
serenity”.

“More playground and basketball
friends can
come to visit me”

YOUNG BOY, SWEDISH

“For foreign people is really difficult to
field in the area so my
get a job here”
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“I moved here three months ago from
Japan to find a job, but for foreign people
is really difficult to get a job here. I don’t
think that this area is a good place to live,
liveininmy
theapartment.
multistory Ibuilding,
near BreI only feel“Isafe
was
dfjällsgatan.
my dog, and
attacked one
night by My
the best
mainfriend
squareisand
we
use
to
hang
out
in
the
green
now I’m afraid to go out. For me all thesearea near
house.
I spedbya the
lot of
time in Götebproblemsmy
can’t
be solved
police,
org
centre
because
of
the
school and all
maybe more activities for youngsters,
live in there.could
I would like more
universitymy
andfriends
job opportunities
playground
field in the area
improve the
quality ofand
lifebasketball
in this area”.
so my friends can come to visit me, now
they don’t want come because they say
that there isn’t nothing to do. Would be
really great to have a big supermarket in
Hammarkullen, my mum will be happy to
not carry any more the heavy shopping
bags from Angered. “

WORKSHOP PROTRAIT
Participation

YOUN GIRL AND HER MOTHER,
FOREIGN BAKGROUND
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“We love leaving here, but
we feel unsafe”

“I really enjoy“We
living
to let my
livehere
in and
Gropens
gård, but we don’t
children growspend
up herelots
hasof
beentime
veryhere
good”in Hammarkullen
because we study and work in Göteborg
I live in Sandeslätt
andlove
haveleaving
lived here
centre. We
here,for
but we feel
31 years. I really
living
unsafe.enjoy
Some
yearshere
agoand
my to
mobile phone
let my children
grow up
here
has bad
beenguy,
veryexactly thewas stolen
from
some
good. It is re,
veryinnice
that theofnature
is so We would
the middle
the square.
close by, inlike
the have
autumn
I usually
outmore
to police in
more
controlgo
and
pick mushrooms
in the forest
just behind
Hammarkullen
for leaving
in serenity.”
my house. The only thing is that I would
not go to the square in the middle of the
night.

“More playground and basketball
field in the area so my friends can
come to visit me”

YOUNG BOY, SWEDISH

“More playgrounds and basketball fields in the
area so that my friends would visit me”
“I live in the
onbuilding, near Bre“I multistory
live in the building
multistory
Bredfjällsgatan.
My bestMy
friend
my dog,
dfjällsgatan.
bestisfriend
is my dog, and
and we usewe
to use
hangtoout
in the
hang
out green
in the area
green area near
near my house.
I spend
a lot aoflottime
in in Götebmy house.
I sped
of time
Gothenburg
orgcentre
centrebecause
becauseofofthe
theschool
school and all
and all my friends
live
there.
I
would
like
my friends live in there. I would like more
more playgrounds
and and
basketball
fieldsfield
in in the area
playground
basketball
the area so so
that
friends
would
me. me, now
mymy
friends
can
comevisit
to visit
Now they wont
come
because
they
say
that
they don’t want come because
they say
there is nothing
to doisn’t
here.
It would
that there
nothing
to be
do. Would be
really goodreally
to have
a big
here,
great
to supermarket
have a big supermarket
in
my mom would
be
happy
if
she
would
Hammarkullen, my mum will be happy to
not have tonot
carry
shopping
bags
carry
any more
thefrom
heavy shopping
Angered”. bags from Angered. “
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HAMMARKULLEN
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A compact Hammarkullen

A COMPACT HAMMARKULLEN
During this project it has been a goal to examine what qualities
the compact city have that can be translated to the suburban
context and Hammarkullen. This have been done through studying
different definitions of the compact city and comparing these to
the qualities and issues in Hammarkullen. One part was also trying
to measure density in Hammarkullen trough a matrix (page 54-55).
Here, percieved proximity, connectivity, diversity and concentration
were words that were used. A vision have been developed as a
guideline for the project in order to better understand how the
compact city can be applied on Hammarkullen.
VISION
Compact Hammarkullen is considering its existing unique qualities
while it’s adaptable over time due to its dynamics and social life.
The richness in culture, spaciousness and closeness to nature are
seen as resources whilst the built environment and public space is
developed in order to increase the quality and the intensity of life
in Hammarkullen. There is a powerful network between people,
buildings and open spaces trough the design qualities leading to a
stronger identity. It’s a kind, hospitable, safe and desirable area to
live and work in for everyone.
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Perceived
proximity

Connectivity

People

There are many people around
during the day which leads to high
proximity. During the night the
area is more desolated, hence low
proximity.

Low connectivity between different ethnic groups in Hammarkullen as well as between people in
Hammarkullen and Gothenburg
city center.

High diversity of different
and ages. Unbalance betw
people with foreign and S
background. Low social d

Built
structure

The different sub-areas in Hammarkullen feel enclosed which
can contribute to a low perceived
proximity between the different
sub-areas.

The long cohesive blockbuildings
create barriers that are hindering
the connectivity.
The built structures are well connected with pedestrian paths. Car
traffic is not permitted in the area.

There are different buildin
within Hammarkullen, wh
larger structures are conce
in the center of the area a
small scale buildings are lo
the edge of the area.

There are many associations and
activities in Hammarkullen, but
only for certain groups. There is a
lack of spontanious meeting places that are designed for everyone.

There is a lack of communications
between different assosiations in
Hammarkullen. The connectivity
between physical meeting places
such as the square and parks are
not very well connected.

There is a variation of diff
types of meeting places in
markullen. The meeting p
themselves are in many ca
for a rather homogenenou

Meeting
places

Nature

Service
&
Businesses

Diversity

High physical and visual proximity High connectivity both between
to nature.
different green areas and between
green areas and built structure.

Low variation of nature ty
Large amounts of forest, l
scaped green public space
parts of the geen areas are
for small scale farming.

There is a proximity to a very
limited variety of services. Many
people are going outside Hammarkullen for other services.

There is a limited amount
iation of services and bus
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Most of the services are located
in the center of Hammarkullen,
hence people living close to the
square and Bredfjällsgatan, as well
as people using the tram have
good connections to the existing
services.

A compact Hammarkullen

Concentration

t cultures
ween
Swedish
diversity.

Highest concentration of people
at the square, Bredfjällsgatan and
the main paths to the square and
tram station.

ng types
here the
entrated
and the
ocated on

Clearly defined clusters of buildings without a specific core. Spacious surroundings with highrise
apartment buildings which create a
lack of enclosure.

ferent
n Hamplaces in
ases ment
us group.

The meeting places are spread out
in the area, but there is a higher
concentration around the square.

ypes.
less lande. Some
e used

High concentration of nature and
greenery through out the area.
Dense forest is surrounded Hammarkullen.

t and varsinesses.

The exisitng services and businesses are concentrated around the
square and Bredfjällsgatan.

This matrix was made to get an overview over
the information gathered from the analysis
in connection to the vision of the compact
Hammarkullen. It was developed to get a greater
understanding on what is it that needs to be
developed and improved to reach the vision of a
compact Hammarkullen.
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PROS [COMPAC CITY] & CONS [HAMMARKULLEN]
In order to learn how the compact city can solve some of the
issues in Hammarkullen, the cons for Hammarkullen (to the right)
was connected to the pros of the compact city (this side). The
result is visible below.

3

7

8 10 15 18 20 22

4

7 10 15 17 18 19 24

Mixture and diversity
of land uses
Contained urban
development
1

Efficient multimodal
transportation
3

High degree of
accessibility

2

7 15 21 24

9 10 14 19
Increased focus on the
local neighbourhood
4 19 21
High degree of
street connectivity
11 12

A social mix, increased
population density

7 15
Fine grain of land uses
11 13
Increased social and
economic interactions
Vitalisation of rundown neighbourhoods
Increased local business
opportunities

11

13

8
Contiguous
development
Government will to
finance
More cultural activities

3

12

22
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6 11 21

A compact Hammarkullen

chapter 5

1

Lacking connections to areas
outside of tram line

18

Spatial segregation of different types of
land

2

Restricted freedom of mobility

19

People restricted to move in some
parts especially during night time

3

Percived isolation

20

Homogenity in built environment

4

Housing areas as islands within area

21

Low quality of pedestrian and bike
paths

5

Hammarkullen as an island

22

Limited places and activities for all
people

6

More car dependency

23

Low interest among building companies

7

Inefficient usage of space

24

Topography as barrier

8

Large undefined public spaces

25

Closed buildings

9

Low quality public space

10

Few important nodes

11

Stigmatization and segregation

12

Limited services

13

Weak economy, high unemployment

14

Low social control that contributes
to crime

15

Buildings and green spaces as barriers

16

Inhuman scale

17

Unbalance between building, public
space and people
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Analysis

6. FINDING THE
FOCUS
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Finding the focus

FINDING THE FOCUS
To find the focus was a process, starting off large and zooming in
successively. First, the project focused on mental connections, which
was detected as being too narrow and so a few steps back was
taken. Through the participatory process, the project focus and
concept was found: Social intensification.
CONCEPT
Social intensification refers to increasing the interaction, activities
and movement for all people, creating equal spaces, strenghtening
the relations and links between them and enriching people’s lives.
Social intensification is the goal and the physical changes are tools
for reaching the goal.
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LAYERS AND SOCIAL INDICATORS

BUILT FORM

ORIENTATION
AND MOVEMENT

MEETING
PLACES

GREEN
STRUCTURE

IDENTITY

SAFETY

VIBRANCE

Well defined green structure
Place making
Landscaped greenery
Varaity in green structure
Created by the people in Hammarkullen
Land art (objects in nature)

Safe, activated green areas
Safe walking paths through greenery
Transparent greenery
Light
No obstacles

Bring life to green areas
Accessible
Add more Activities
(ie. gym, farming, urban gardening)
Clear entrances, make green spaces inviting

Co-design
Self- created meeting places
Meeting places as nodes
Welcoming meeting places for everyone

User friendly design
Strategic placement of light
‘See and be seen’- places
Activate public space
Inclusive space
Visible meeting places with defined entrances

Display communities
Meeting places for day and night
Night design
Accessible meeting places
Visible meeting places with defined entrances
(designed for people)
Different activities in meeting places
Serendipity

Colours and textures, changeable over time
Sign system, names on paths
Using the hight deifferences
Orientation points
Landmarks
Street art
Visual connections
Defined paths

More crossings, work with tunnels and bridges
Entrances facing paths
Clear connections between spaces
Paths through buildings
Consider day and night
Remove mental and physical barriers
Visual connections
Defined paths
Activating around the paths

Texture along paths
Reasons to slow down and stop
Well connecting grid
Separating bike and pedestrian paths
Connection to other suburbs
Connecting paths creating networks
Changing structure of larger roads

Street art
Light, extures and colors on facades
Customised elements from the inhabitants (ie.
balconies)
Bring in the human scale
Work against homogenity
Define areas at the same time as bringing them
closer together

Opening up buildings/ ground floors
Transparency
Ground floor, businesses/services/laundry
room etc.
Meeting places in buildings
Entrances facing paths
Work with space in front of buildings

Work with space in front of buildings, semi
public spaces
Activities on the ground floors
Collective spaces
Stronger connection between building and
public space (dialog)
Working with scales
Transparence (make life in the buildings visible)
New housing and facilities
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MAINTENANCE
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VARAITY

Municipality Park och Natur
Self mainteining green structure
Neighbourhood maintenance
Low maintenance greenery
Waste management
Common gardening

Different kinds of greenery (open, closed, high
and low)
Combination of different types and themes
Different parks (pocket parks, forest park)
Biodiversity
Working with scales

Fun and pedagogical waste management
Swap and rapare shop
Sense of belonging
Community building

Indoor and outdoor
Flexible urban seating
Non-commercial meeting places
Spontanious and planned meetups
Passive and active meeting places
For all ages and gender (focus on meeting
places for woman)
Spread out, compementary meeting places

Use material that don’t need lots of 		
maintenance
Prioritise paths before roads
Consider seasonal changes
Maintaning paths, keep signs and road marks
visible, mend when broken

More crossings
Activate along paths, create spaces in between
Tangential grid
Highlight bus stop
Clarify different roads
Sustainable travel patterns, creating
opportunities for pedestrians, bikes and public
transport
Create alternative routs

Affordable renovation (renovation strategy)
Neighborhood working together (work for
lower
rent etc.)
Energy efficient renovation
Low maintenance for materials, high quality
Involved landlords and tenants, better
communiction
Develop existing buildings

Variety of housing types
Mixed use
Hight differences
Colours and materials
Working with scales
Make it attractive to stay and live
Temporary buildings with different 		
functions, changing environment
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Four layers where identified by
analysing the outcome of the
participatory process and the
analysis made. The layers are
green structure, meeting places,
orientation and movement and
built form.
Identity, safety, vibrance,
maintenance and variaty are social
indicators that also are a result
from the participatory process
and the analysis. In the proposal
below (over Bredfjällsgatan and
Hammarkullen square), two
social indicators where chosen to
be especially emphasised: safety
and vibrance. Although, all of
the indicators are a part of the
proposal.

7. PROPOSAL
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PROPOSAL
Through the participation and analysis, four layers have been
developed: built form, movement, meeting places and green
structure. These layers have been applied on the whole of
Hammarkullen. The strategies within the layers are in different
shapes, from larger development to smaller interventions. An
important part for implementing the strategies is to do so together
with the inhabitants and both co-designing and co- creation is
crucial for a successful development with a long term perspective.
In order to try out the strategies they have been applied on two
different sites: Hammarkullen square and Bredfjällsgatan. The
sites were chosen because they have been highlighted during
participatory process and described as places which can be
improved. Many people have expressed that they feel unsafe here.
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Green structure

STRATEGIES

Take care of excisting
values, strengthen them and
make more accessible.

Create diverse landscaped
greenery (with a high sense
of safety)

Activate green areas by
adding activities and
alternative usage

•

•

•
•
•

•

Create a diversity of parks
(themes and sizes: pocket
park, forest park)

Meeting places
Land art
Farming

Meeting places

•
•
•

Preserve nature and save
forests and green spaces
from exploitation
Do not build dwellings on
hilltops
Maintaining all greenery
Clear entrances
Trash bins, lights, benches

Indoor/outdoor and day/
night meeting places

Network of meeting places
•

•
•
•

Community building with
a diversity of functions
Outdoor activities (all
kind)
Night design

•

Complementary meeting
places
Physical links between
meeting places (lights,
paintings, paths, signs)

Inclusive places for different
needs and different grade of
interactions
•

•
•
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Make meeting places more
visible (clear distinction of
the space, signs, different
activities)
Passive and active meeting
places
Places for women

chapter 7

Orientation and
movement

Proposal

High connectivity grid and
high tangency between
paths
•

For pedestrians, bikes,
public transport and cars

•

Alternative routes

Activate pathways and
creating places in beween
•
•
•
•

Activities
Seating opportunities
Street art, light
Maintained pathways

Sustainable movement with
focus on pedestrian, bikes
and public transport
•
•

Built form

•

Highlight bus stop
Inviting bike and
pedestrian paths
well marked bike and
pedestrian paths

Open up & create
interactions within the
buildings

Make every building unique

Create housing for everyone

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Collective space in the
buildings
More transparent ground
floors
Activities/Services in the
ground floors

Add color and art to
highlight each building
Work with the space in
front of the buildings
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Add new housing
Diversity of typology
Develop existing buildings
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LAYERS

Orientation and
movement

Meeting places

Built form

Green structure
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Strengthened meeting places
Connection between meeting places
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MEETING PLACES
There is not a shortage of meeting places in Hammarkullen,
but there is a lack of variety. There are a lot of public space and
playgrounds and there are also many active associations and
communities. What is missing is meeting places where everyone
can meet independently on age, gender or background, and where
you can feel welcome.
There should be different levels of meetings, depending on your
mood you want to interact differently. Sometimes you just want
to be around and watch people and sometimes you want to be
more active. The square and Bredfjällsgatan are example of places
where it is possible to choose different levels of interactions.
These kinds of places also encourage spontaneous meetings. The
meeting places we improve or add in our proposal are spread
out through a network of meeting places. They are both placed
indoors and outdoors and focus on different types of interactions
and meetings; some are placed in the greenery whilst others are
placed at nodes or paths. Extra emphasis is put on meeting places
for women and girls.
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Strengthened main paths

Strengthened main paths

Strengthened regular paths

Strengthened regular paths

Changed road structure
New path

New or strengthened meeting point

Changed road structure
New path
New or strengthened meeting point
Bicycle path
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ORIENTATION AND MOVEMENT
Most parts of Hammarkullen are more or less car free, with the
roads in the perimeter. This has been pointed out as quality where
the children can move around freely in the neighborhood. At the
same time there have been problems with mopeds and even cars
driving in the pedestrian paths. Our proposal is to create a finer
network of paths while keeping the central areas car free. With
more defined paths and a better sightline it would be easier to
orientate yourself around Hammarkullen.
More alternative routes will make it safer and also create more
variation. Another way of making the paths safer and more
interesting would be to activate them by adding meeting places
and activities along the paths. Sustainable ways of transport can
be prioritized by narrowing Bredfjällsgatan and Hammarkullens
väg which also would remove the sense of barriers around
Hammarkullen, hence improving the connectivity to the areas
outside the roads.
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New housing with facilities on first floor

New building with housing and
facilities on first floor

Facilities on first floor in existing building

Focus on facilities on first floor in existing building
New building mainly housing

New building mainly housing

Open up building adding balconies,
semi private spaces and entrances

Open up building (adding balconies, semi private
spaces and entrances)
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BUILT FORM
There has not happened much with the built environment since
Hammarkullen was built more than 40 years ago. Some small
houses have been built but no new apartments. We have mainly
focused on building on empty spaces like parking lots and develop
existing buildings in our proposal, seeing the green spaces as
qualities worth of saving. The existing structure in Hammarkullen
is too homogeneous. The existing buildings should be more open,
especially in the ground floors. That could be done by adding new
entrances, space for services and activities in the ground floors and
more collective space through the buildings.
New buildings are added around the square for new housing
and services. Building housing on the parking space facing
Bredfjällsgatan would activate a side of Hammarkullen that is
lifeless today, the same thing goes along Sandeslättsgatan where it´s
possible to build on the roof of the parking garage whilst adding
entrances facing the road. The empty spaces along Hjällbovägen
and Hammarkullens väg could also be developed with housing,
which also would create better connections with the areas opposite
the roads.
The space behind Folkets hus is not really used today and adding
a building there could make the path between the square and
Bredfjällsgatan feel safer. In a longer perspective Hammarkullen
and Hjällbo could be connected by building along the path south
of Nytorpsskolan.
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Strengthened green structure

Strengthened green structure

New green structure

New green structure

Existing green structure

Existing green structure
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GREEN STRUCTURE
Hammarkullen is full of greenery and is also surrounded by
forests. This should be seen as a major quality. Right now the big
green areas in between the buildings are not maintained properly,
hence the quality and potential goes missing. Our proposal focuses
on a few bigger green areas that should be strengthened and
improved in several ways where better maintenance probably is the
most important step. New greenery is added on a few places where
there is lack of green elements right now.
Adding different types of activities is needed to activate the green
areas and is also connected to meeting places. There should also
be a variety of green spaces, some that are more maintained and
some that are allowed to grow wilder, some that encourage playing
and some that gives relaxation, some that are small pocket parks
and some that are more forest like. These well-defined green areas
could be a tool for place making and will be more accessible and
safer to move around in.
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1

New surfaces to widen and unite the street

2

Football playground

3

Terraced seating

4

Basketball playground

5

Graffiti wall

6

New greenery

7

Public seating

8

Mosaics

9

Colored paving

10

Extension boxes on ground floor

11

Entrance square

12

Streetlights

13

Trash bins

14

New design of inbetween staircases

15

Light refraction prism

16

Dancehall gym extension

17

Rooms for services
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Plan over Bredfjällsgatan (not in scale). The plan on
the previous page shows all the numbers.
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Bredfjällsgatan
Backside, windy, boring, grey, but also central, vibrant, fun and
colorful. The site north of Bredfjällsgatan is changing between
these feelings throughout the year. Unfortunately the first
mentioned feelings are the ones that are most present. During a
few days in the beginning of the summer the site becomes the
core of Hammarkullekarnevalen, full of life and color, before
returning back to its original empty state again afterwards. During
our interviews and workshop, the area around Bredfjällsgatan
has been pointed out as one of areas in Hammarkullen with the
greatest need of improvement, in the same time as the carnival
has been mentioned as one of the most important positive aspect
in Hammarkullen. So why not make this positive energy and vibe
more apparent through the year and use it as a resource and tool in
order to improve the site north of Bredfjällsgatan?
The closed concrete façades on the ground floor to the four
buildings facing the site is one of the main reasons to the feeling
of a backside. In our proposal we open them up by adding boxes
that can be used for services, shared space, sewing workshops or
just new entrances to the buildings. Some of the preparation for
the carnival could be placed here for example. The idea is that the
site should be open for everyone but with focus on activities for
girls. The sports hall is extended with new space for example dance
studios. The new culture square is adapted to the need of the
carnival but will have other activities throughout the year. The new
football field can be transformed into an ice skating rink during
winter time. The terraces climbing up the hill will be used both for
the sport events and cultural events like the carnival.
The spaces between the buildings on Bredfjällsgatan are activated
by giving those different characters and more color. This also
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makes it easier and more interesting to walk down to the site. The
path from Mariakyrkan to the bath house is articulated with tiling
and small boxes. The boxes that are spread out through the path
and the cultural square can be used for sitting, skating etc and
some of them will be decorated with mosaic. By night some of the
boxes will also be lit up to provide better lighting.
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By activating this more or less empty space our hope is to
create new meeting places with focus on activitiesy, but
also to make the area around Bredfjällsgatan safer and
more vibrant. With a more visible Hammarkullekarneval
an important part of the identity of Hammarkullen is
highlighted.
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SAF

SAFETY

P E AC E

New street surfaces

Terraced seating

Football playground

Graffiti wall

Basketball playground
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!

Public seating
New greenery

Col
Mosaics
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FETY

lors

Entrance square
Extension boxes
ground floor

Streetlights

Trash bins

Light refraction
Rooms for services
prism
New design of
Dancehall
inbetween staircases
gym extension
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1

Services in the ground floor with space for offices
and dwellings on the second floor

2

Indoor outdoor food market

3

Underground parking

4

Outdoor games

5

Extension of the library

6

Strengthened community centre

7

Connecting the library with café

8

Open up the entrence to tram station

9

Extension of the building for kiosk

10

New staircase with better overview

11

Seating and stairs up the hill

12

Landscaped park with seating

13

Square with different surfacing and colours

14

Four storey residential building with
facilities on ground floor

15

Five storey residential building.

16

Semi-private yard

17

Playground

18

Fountain

B’
17
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Hammarkullen square
The square is an important node in the centre of Hammarkullen.
Many people use it daily when going grocery shopping, using the
library or just cross it on the way somewhere else. The square is
also used as a reference point for orientation in the area and is the
first part of Hammarkullen that is seen when arriving by tram.
Even though the square today works as a meeting point and a
centre for services and many people speaks positively about it, it
has its problems. During the workshop it got a large amount of
negative feed back, where the main issue revealed was that people
felt unsafe at the square when it is dark. Many of the people who
felt unsafe at the square mentioned the people selling drugs at the
square as a great problem. Besides the problem of people feeling
unsafe the square was also called boring and empty. Furthermore,
the square does not feel like the central part as it actually is, and it
is not enough defined or have a clear centre.
From the developed layers, the proposal on the square focus on
the column vibrance. Even so, safety is an important component
and strongly connected to vibrance in the new design.
To define the square has been an important part of the design.
This has been done through both new buildings and through
design elements that gives the square a clearer centre and entrées
and also more possibilities to stay on the square instead of just
passing through. To make communities and meeting places more
visible and accessible have also been one of the main focuses while
working with the square.
To open up the buildings towards the square, the ground floors
are used for services and the library is being extended to give the
library more space and also to be more visible from the outside.
The entrance to Hammarkullestationen is being enlarged to be able
to face both Hammarparken and the square.
The new buildings added can both accommodate dwellings,
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student housing, services and offices, as well as emphasise semiprivate space which there is a lack of in Hammarkullen today.
The hight of the buildings are based on existing surrounding
buildings, the emphasis on a human scale, the connection between
the buildings and the square and also to meet the hill south of the
buildings considering shade and the feeling of safety.
To add dwellings where also student housing is included in
connection to the square and more activities as well as open up the
facades towards the square can contribute both to a more vibrant
feeling and also a greater sense of safety. The new design brings up
the importance of creating accessible meeting places for everyone
but since the proposal do not go into depth with this it is of great
importance to highlight that todays meeting places in some extent
are exclusive for girls and women. Therefor this is something that
is crucial to investigated further.
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B-B’ Section through the square showing the
hight of the new buildings, one of the entrances
to the square, the indoor outdoor food market
and the extension of the library.

C-C’ Section through the square showing the
added floor on the building on the square, the
underground parking and the seating on the
hill.
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Playground (not in scale)

Hammarkullen square (not in scale)
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View over the square showing the park with the
new the new residential building with services in
the ground floor in the background. To the right
in the picture the seating on the hill and the stairs
through the forest is shown as well as a lookout
tower on the top of the hill.
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View over the square looking towards
Hammarkullestationen. The extension for the
kiosk and the library is shown, as well as the
new staircase on the back of the tram station.
Landscaped greenery, lights and seating is
highlighted to show the importance of this to
create vibrance and safety.
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VIBRA

VIBRANCE

Seating

Park and trees
Playground

Student accomodation
New housing
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Open up tram stop
Integrate
move kiosk
in se
Street lights
Build out
library
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ANCE

ed games
eating

Supermarket

Facilities
for associations

Water element
Staircase trail
fountain
up the forest
New staircase
Seating
better overview
outdoor for cafe
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Food market space
New path
in forest

8. DISCUSSION
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Discussion and conclusion

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
With this project, the knowledge about the compact city and
its complexity has been developed. It have also been discussed
whether it is something that is applicable in an area like
Hammarkullen. The conclusion is that many qualities that the
compact city can improve an area such as Hammarkullen, although
it is important to see the values of the area and to work with these.
It can therefor be said that parts of the compact city can be a very
good solution, if you adapt it to the local conditions.
The aim was not to create compactness just through buildings,
but to show that compactness can be much more. The compact
city and densification, where often the built structure is seen as
the main focus, is a rather established concept loaded with many
preconceptions. We chose the word intensification due to the fact
that it does not have the same preconceptions. The compact city
has many processes in it self, and from the participatory process
we realised that the social aspects were something we wanted to
focus on in Hammarkullen, hence social intensification.
We must ask ourselves what the purpose really is before
adding permanent structures such as buildings. And also, what
consequences the changes might bring. Social intensification
means that Hammarkullen is in need of a densification of social
interaction and life, which can be improved through the built
environment, but this is not the purpose in itself. It is more about
the people living here rather than the people that might move here.
It is about justice and simplifying the everyday life of people.
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